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ABSTRACT 

 

 The Page order algorithm is an important component in effective web search. At the 

core of this algorithm are repeated sparse matrix-vector multiplications where the involved 

web matrices grow in parallel with the growth of the web and are stored in a distributed 

manner due to space limitations. Hence, the Page order computation, which is frequently 

repeated, must be performed in parallel with high-efficiency and low-preprocessing 

overhead while considering the initial distributed nature of the web matrices. Our 

contributions in this work are twofold. We first investigate the application of state-of-the-

art sparse matrix separating models in order to attain high efficiency in parallel Page order 

computations with a particular focus on reducing the preprocessing overhead they 

introduce. For this purpose, we evaluate two different compression schemes on the web 

matrix using the site information inherently available in links. Second, we consider the 

more realistic scenario of starting with an initially distributed data and extend our 

algorithms to cover the detaching of such data for efficient Page order computation. We 

report performance results using our parallelization of a state-of-the-art Page order 

algorithm on two different PC clusters with 40 and 64 processors. Experiments show that 

the proposed techniques achieve considerably high speedups while incurring a 

preprocessing overhead of several iterations (for some instances even less than a single 

iteration) of the underlying sequential Page order algorithm. 

Key words: PageRank, sparse matrix-vector multiplication, web search, parallelization, 

sparse matrix partitioning, graph partitioning, hypergraph partitioning, repartitioning. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PAGE ORDER is a very well-known algorithm that attracted the attention of the 

information retrieval community in the last decade. This algorithm acts as a meaningful 

component in enabling accurate ranking of web search results by imposing an order on 

web pages according to their importance. The idea behind Page order is basically an 

application of the academic citation literature to the web.  

This involves deriving a Markov chain matrix from the hyperlink structure of the web and 

computing its principle eigenvector in a series of iterations. Although the Page order 

algorithm is quite effective, it may be computationally expensive due to the following 

three reasons: First, the size of the web is enormous. As of July 2008, it is estimated that 

the web contains 1 trillion unique pages.  
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Fig. 1. (a) Decomposition of the web link structure according to dangling (D) and 

nondangling (ND) pages [36]. (b) Extended decomposition according to pages with in 

links (WI) and with no in-links (WNI). 

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides background material. The 

proposed parallel Page order algorithm is given in Section 3. The proposed compression 

schemes and separating models are given in Section 4. Section 5 presents the proposed 

detaching models. Experimental results are reported and discussed in Section 6. Section 7 

concludes the paper. 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Page order Algorithm 

Page order can be explained with a probabilistic model, called the random surfer model. In 

this model, the Page order of pageiis defined as the steady-state probability that the surfer 

is at page i at some particular time step. In the Markov chain induced by a random walk on 

the web (containing npages), the states of the chain correspond to the pages in the web, 

and the nXn transition matrix is defined as if page I contains outlink(s) to page j, or 0, 

otherwise. Here, denotes the number of outlinks of page i. 

In the web, there exist pages with no outlinks to other pages. Such pages are called 

dangling pages. We can decompose the link structure of the web, as shown in Fig. 1a, 

where ND and D, respectively, represent sets ofn1 nonangling andn2 dangling pages, and 

n.In accordance with the link structure given in this figure, we decompose the P matrix by 

permuting the rows and columns corresponding to the dangling pages to the end as: 

 

Where Q is the nxn permutation matrix. Here,P1 is an n1xn1 matrix representing the links 

among nondangling pages,P2 is an n1xn2 matrix representing the out links from on 

dangling to dangling pages, and Z is an n2xn zero-matrix. A row-stochastic transition 

matrix S is constructed from b Pas: 

 

via handling of dangling pages according to the random surfer model. That is, a surfer 

visiting a dangling page randomly jumps to another page in the next time step according to 

the distribution given by the dangling page vector u, where  Here,en2 denotes a column 

vector of sizen2 containing all ones, and k x k1 denotes the L1-norm. Although S is row 
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stochastic, it may not be irreducible. An irreducible Markov matrix G, which is also 

known as the Google matrix, is constructed as: 

 

Here, represents the probability that the surfer chooses to follow one of the outlinks of the 

current page and represents the probability that the surfer makes a random jump instead of 

following the outlinks. tis the teleportation (personalization) vector, which denotes the 

probability distribution of destination pages for a random jump. A uniform teleportation 

vectort, where n for all i, is used for general Page order computation. Nonuniform 

teleportation vectors can be used for topical or personalized Page order computation. 

 

 

Fig. 2. A sample subset of the web with seven sites, 30 pages, and 56 links. 

Herein, we choose to parallelize the Page order algorithm given in, which handles 

dangling pages via lumping method. In the rest of the paper, we will use A P T since our 

discussions about parallelization are based on matrix-vector multiplication rather than 

vector-matrix multiplication. That is: 

 

whereA1¼P1 T andA2/P2 T are sub matrices of sizes n1x n1 and n2xn1, respectively. The 

lumping method avoids the A2xp1 SpMxV associated with the dangling pages through-out 

the power method iterations. After the convergence of the power method iterations, the 

Page order vector for the dangling pages is computed by a singleA2xp1 SpMxV. 
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2.2 Sparse Matrix Separating Models 

Separating of irregularly sparse matrices for parallelization of SpMxVs is formulated as 

K-way GP and K-way HP, for a K-processor parallel system. In these models, the 

separating objective of minimizing the cut size, which is defined over the edges or nets, 

relates to minimizing the total communication volume. The separating constraint of 

maintaining the balance on part weights corresponds to maintaining the computational 

load balance. HP models have the following advantages over GP models: First, the 

separating objective in HP models is an exact measure of the total communication volume, 

whereas the objective in GP models is an approximation. Second, HP models are capable 

of separating rectangular matrices, whereas GP models can only partition square matrices. 

Third, elegant HP models exist for 2D matrix partitioning. 

2.3 Detaching Models 

In many scientific computing applications, although the initial mapping of tasks to 

processors may be satisfactory in terms of both computational load balance and 

communication overheads, the quality of this initial mapping typically tends to deteriorate 

in successive phases as the computational structure or the application parameters change. 

This has the potential to reduce the efficiency of parallelization. One solution is to 

rebalance the load distribution of the processors as needed by rearranging the assignment 

of tasks to processors via repartitioning. 

3 PARALLELPAGERANKALGORITHM 

In addition to dangling pages, the web may also contain many pages with no in-links [6]. 

Based on this fact, the web link structure given in Fig. 1a can be further refined, as shown 

in Fig. We can decomposeP2by permuting its rows corresponding to the pages with no in-

links to the end as follows: 

 

Where O is the n1xn1 permutation matrix,P 0 1 andP 0 2 are the permuted versions of P1 

andP2, respectively. Here,columns of zero submatrixZand rows of submatrixP12 

correspond to pages with no in-links. SinceA1/P1Þ T and A2/P2Þ T , A1 andA2 can be 

decomposed as: 

 

 

leading to the following decomposition on A: 
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For theq1/A1xp1multiplication, entries of thep1and q1 vectors are permuted according to 

this row/column reordering: 

 

 

Fig. 4. Page order algorithm, which handles dangling pages via the lumping method [36] 

and pages with no in-links. 

However, we do not use compensated summation, since we believe it will not substantially 

change our discussions. 
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Fig. 5. Parallel Page order algorithm (pseudocode for processorPk) 

4 SEPARATING MODELS FOR PARALLEL PAGERANK 

We investigate two distinct frameworks for partitioning: page based and site based. In 

page-based partitioning, the page-by-page (PP) matrix  is partitioned directly without 

compression. This approach introduces unacceptable parti-tioning overhead due to size 

issues. However, we still present the page-based models for a better understanding of the 

Station Base models. In Station Base partitioning, the site information is utilized in order 

to reduce the separating time. For this purpose, we propose 1D page-by-site (PS), 1D site-

by-page (SP), and 2D site-by-site (SS) compression schemes onA11. Fig. 6 displays the 

taxonomy of the separating models. Here, RW and CW denote 1D rowwise and 1D 

columnwise matrix separating schemes, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. A taxonomy for the separating models used. 

4.1 Page-Based Separating Models 

We obtain aK-way 1D rowwise and 1D columnwise partition of matrix  by separating 

the appropriate graph or hypergraph representation of .  

4.2 Station Base Separating Models 

For the sake of clarity of the following discussions, we assume that the  matrix is 

permuted symmetrically into anmm block structureA BL , where rows and columns 

representing the pages belonging to the same site are ordered consecutively. The sample 

 matrix obtained in Fig. 3e is redrawn in Fig. 7 with vertical and horizontal dashed 

lines indicating the boundaries of the sites to make the Station Base row/column ordering 

clear. 

4.2.1 1D Site-by-Page and Page-by-Site Compression 

We propose both an SP compression ofA11to construct the  matrix and a PS 

compression ofA11 to construct the  matrix. The rows and columns of  correspond 

to sites and pages, respectively, whereas this relation is transposed for .  

4.2.2 2D Site-by-Site Compression 

We propose an SS compression of  to construct the  matrix. , which is as an 

unsymmetric square matrix, is expected to be more compact than the site-by-page and 

page-by-site compressed matrices.  
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Fig. 7. Site-by-site compressed  matrix. 

5 DETACHING MODELS FOR PARALLEL PAGERANK 

In a real-world setup, distribution of URLs based on a hash value among the processors 

could be assumed as a starting point for parallel Page order computations. In such a setup, 

the data have to be redistributed among the processors for the sake of efficient parallel 

Page order computations.  

5.1 Page-Based Detaching Models 

The row-net HP model used for column wise separating of  is augmented by Kfixed 

vertices and n11 2-pin nets to construct a row-net detaching hypergraph. Fixed vertices 

represent processors, whereas all other original vertices (herein, called free vertices) 

represent columns of .  

5.2 Station Base Detaching Models 

The page-based detaching model proposed for column-wise separating of  extends to 

Station Base columnwise detaching of  under the assumption that Station Base URL 

hashing is used during the initial distribution. That is, each free vertexvr representing site 

Sr is connected by a single two-pin net to the fixed vertex representing the processor to 

whichSr is assigned initially. 

 

Fig. 11. (a) Row-net detaching hypergraph representation of A ps 11 given in Fig. 9c for 

an initial Station Base columnwise distribution on a three-processor system, (b) a sample 

repartition of the hypergraph given in (a)  

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK 

Sparse matrix separating models are shown to be quite successful in load balancing and 

minimizing the total volume of communication during the repeated parallel SpMxV in 

Page order computations. The results indicate that with similar load balance values and 

total communication volumes achieved, pre-processing overheads can be drastically 

reduced in Station Base schemes. Among the several schemes tested, column-wise 

separating together with page-to-site compression is found to achieve much better 

performance.  
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As future work, we are planning to investigate the following issues: As the LAW codes 

minimize storage requirement through compression, the application and adaptation of the 

parallelization models and methods in this paper can be applied for efficient parallelization 

of LAW codes for the solution of large problems on parallel systems with relatively small 

memory.  
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